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Social Activist

Learning As We Walk

Lessons from Ireland’s abortion referendum in the current global context
JANET HORNER
Comhlámh Member
On May 25th 66.4% of the
Irish people voted to repeal
a 35 year long constitutional
ban on abortion. In doing
so, they sent a powerful
signal to the world that
abortion rights are human
rights and that when people
hear from and understand
one another they choose
compassion, respect and
support over stigma and
shame.
The campaign was long, well over
35 years for many activists, and,
at points, it was fraught. However,
there were valuable lessons learnt
which can now be brought to the
global level to continue to progress
women’s rights and equality and
to tackle societal stigmas wherever
they may exist.
A first and most obvious lesson
is that change can and does happen
on the back of tireless grassroots
activism and organisation.

Over the years since the eighth
amendment was inserted into the
Irish constitution and in the years
preceding that, it would often have
seemed impossible to have taken the
kind of step forward which we did as
a society this year.

eighth amendment, an emergency
debate was called in Westminster
about the ongoing denial of abortion
rights in Northern Ireland. Shortly
afterwards, Argentina’s lower house
of parliament voted to liberalise the
country’s strict abortion laws.

But it was made possible because
of the day-in, day-out activism and
the bravery of those willing to speak
out in increasing numbers over that
time.

In both these cases the Irish
referendum was regularly
referenced by
parliamentarians
and activists. It was
clear that Ireland
would no longer
provide a veil of
legitimacy to laws
in other countries
that stigmatise and
endanger people in
crisis.

A second lesson is that change
inspires change. 2018 is also the
centenary of suffrage for some
women so it may be apt to quote the
British suffragist Millicent Fawcett
(who, notably, was only this year
commemorated for the first time
in a statue in Parliament Square
following a grassroots campaign
calling for more representation
of women in statues), who
said “courage calls to courage
everywhere”.
In the immediate aftermath
of the landslide vote to repeal the

and globally. Maternal mortality
remains a significant threat to the
health of people in pregnancy –
particularly those who are poor or
marginalised in many countries of
the Global South.
Addressing it is an integral part
of the Sustainable Development
Goals Agenda and yet the political
will to achieve
progress in this area
is being eroded in
Europe and the
U.S. After Trump’s
inauguration in
January 2017, his
administration
immediately
re-imposed the
global gag order
which denies USAID funding to
any development organisation
providing abortion services or
even information about abortion
services.

“we now
have an
opportunity to
offer leadership
globally on
the issue of
reproductive
rights.”

Thirdly, we now have an
opportunity to offer leadership
globally on the issue of reproductive
rights. The powerful signal sent
out by the referendum result will
continue to be highly important
in the fraught political landscape
of reproductive rights in Europe

This had the immediate effect of
reducing essential medical
(cont’d pg2)

This is a typical day in the life of
an asylum seeker in Knockalisheen
Accommodation Centre (Direct
Provision). The first thing is a trip to
communal bathrooms to brush teeth
and shower before breakfast which
will be served in the canteen between
08h00-10h00. The condition of the
bathroom will depend on the type of
a block it is in. Single men’s blocks are
usually filthy.
I still remember the smell of C Block
in the Balseskin Reception Centre.
One day I woke up in Knockalisheen
and went to the bathroom to brush my
teeth. The basin had blood on it. Then
on a different day it had mucus all over.
In both days I lost my appetite. How
nice it would be to have a bathroom that
I didn’t have to share with strangers,
and one that met my personal hygiene
standards.
Then after breakfast, the first bus will
leave the centre for town. It will only
stay in the city centre for 15 minutes. If
you are keen on getting back with same
bus, it would be wise to know exactly
what it is you want to buy and where in
the store it is located. Avoid long queues
or else you’ll spend 3 hours waiting in
town for the next bus to the centre. This
is the wait you’ll have to endure every
Thursday after cashing your €21.60
cheque in the post office.
The bus will stop in front of Arthur’s
Quay. Locals have no idea where the bus
is from. Sometimes they ask thinking it
is part of the public transport network.
The driver usually tells them it’s a
privately hired bus. Then there is the
look on their faces when a lot of brown
people start getting off the bus.
(Con’t Pg3)
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Focus Magazine is Ireland’s leading magazine on
global development issues. Since 1978, Focus has
been making links between the situation in Ireland
and in the South, with a view to challenging assumptions, and promoting understanding, interest
in and action on development issues among a broad
public. In particular, it aims to provide alternative
views to those expressed in mainstream media.
Focus is produced by a members’ editorial group.

Comhlámh is a signatory to the
Dochas Code On Images and
Messages. Feedback welcome to
info@comhlamh.org

(cont’d from Page 1)
supports to millions of people in pregnancy in
the Global South. In Europe, the “pro-life” lobbyists
and campaigners are becoming more coordinated
and seeking to exert greater political influence. A
conservative think-tank called Agenda Europe connects
parliamentarians and public figures across Europe
dedicated to rescinding reproductive and LGBQI+ rights
and opposing sexual liberation.
The impact of this movement can be seen in
Italy, where doctors are facing growing pressure and
intimidation to join the register of “conscientious
objectors” to abortion, and in Poland, where legislation
has been proposed to further restrict abortion access.
The decisive result of Ireland’s referendum should offer
hope to those fighting against these regressive and
dangerous moves and provide a warning to those who
would seek further restrictions on human freedoms and
rights.
While a referendum on fundamental medical
rights and social equalities bears a very high personal
cost to those who have the most at stake in the results
of the vote, it can also provoke an important public
conversation. Inclusive conversations allowed the
evidence of the impact of the eighth amendment to be
brought to light in a meaningful and personal way which
proved highly impactful. This should reassure us of the
power of honest, mature and persistent conversation
to tackle a major societal stigma. We should seek to
support those in every part of the world who are bravely
starting important conversations.
Finally, the power and importance of young women’s
voices and participation in politics and public life cannot
be overlooked in this referendum. There was a 94%
increase in women aged 18-24 voting in this referendum
over the most recent general election on the back of a
campaign characterised by young and female voices and
leadership. The unprecedented landslide result owes
much to the role played by this demographic which is so
often marginalised in mainstream political discourse.
Our society is stronger and more compassionate for
providing a fair and inclusive platform to all voices and
this must be strengthened and extended at all levels of
politics.
There are other essential lessons to take away
about the processes of deliberative democracy,
about manipulation and regulation of social media
in democratic processes, about inclusion and
representation in public conversations about social
issues, among many others. We should not miss the
opportunity to open up further important conversations
on these topics and to use this hard won victory to
continue the advance of social, global and gender justice.

Big Unhealthy Profits
Addressing the uncomfortable reality of pharmaceutical pricing.
MORGANE CLARKE
Comhlámh Access to Medicines Group

2nd Annual Access to Medicines Ireland
Annual Conference.

Imagine that you have recently
been diagnosed with breast cancer.
You discover that there is a novel
drug that could treat your breast
cancer more effectively than any
other. Yet imagine that this lifesaving drug is so prohibitively
expensive that neither you nor your
country’s health service can afford
to pay for it.

Fighting for the right to health
Access to Medicines Ireland (AMI)
are committed to ensuring medicines are
available at a fair price, advocating for
research and innovation which addresses
unmet needs in the global health sphere.
Their second annual conference, hosted at the
Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland (RCSI)
on the 2nd May, saw over 170 delegates come
together for the day to discuss solutions to
combat the rapidly rising prices of medicines.

There is no other option than to wait and
see how the other treatments work out. Watch
as your friends play the same deadly waiting
game.
Now imagine that you’ve been recently
diagnosed as HIV positive. You start one
treatment. Bad side effects. A second. More
bad side effects. You start a third, a fourth and
then a fifth treatment. Your fifth treatment
currently works for you. And then you realise
that there are some countries with rarely more
than one treatment available to help you. A far
harder struggle with HIV awaits some people,
purely by the virtue of their place of birth.
With their impassioned accounts of the
harsh reality of living in a world with no
guarantees on access to medicines, Babalwa
Malgas of South Africa’s Cancer Alliance and
Robbie Lawlor of the HIV advocacy group
ACT UP Dublin remind us of why we need to
fight for fair prices. To fight for the right to
health.
“I hear people talking about price. I hear
people talking about profit. For me it is a
matter of life and death” Mrs. Malgas at the

of medicines under generic patents where
governments had successfully identified high
prices as a barrier to public health. Alternative
models such as the Unitaid Medicines Patent
Pool and recommendations from the UN High
Level Panel on Access to Medicines encourage
the pooling of information and resources
with a view to delinking production costs
from the purchase price.
Access to Medicines Ireland strongly
supports the recent joining of Ireland to
the BeNeLuxA[MC4] initiative. Countries
facing similar access and pricing issues
formed BeNeLuxA in order to present a
stronger, unified front as an alternative
to the privately held single-country
negotiations which currently favour
pharmaceutical companies.

International speakers discussed the
absolute lack of transparency, and a lack of
respect on the part of the pharmaceutical
industry to allow society to make informed
decisions. This is not trade negotiation.
When discussing pricing
This is extortion. Dutch
“do we want
and negotiations, we cannot
patent lawyer Ellen t’Hoen
to live in a society forget stories like Robbie’s and
demonstrated that current
that values patents Babalwas’, which represent
monetary incentivisation
and profits more
the harsh reality of life for
practices linking costs
than one which
far too many people. We can
of production to the end
value
rationalise high prices until
product are clearly not
the health of its’ the cows come home. But do
working. Independent reviews
people? ”
we want to live in a society
have found that 85-90% of all
that values patents and profits
new drugs since the mid-1990s
more than one which values the health
have had few to no clinical benefits for
of its’ people?
patients. In stark contrast to the assumed
lack of significant benefits, it has been
It will be interesting to see if the strong
reported that on average companies make
political presence at the conference will
a 21% profit (Gilead, which owns the patent
translate into action at the national level in
to the Hepatitis C drug Sofosbuvir, makes a
the form of political or policy-based solution
whopping 53% profit).
to these issues.
Delegates were presented with possible
If you want to get involved with the group
solutions such as the World Trade
email info@comhlamh.org
Organisation legislation for compulsory
licences which has enabled the manufacturing

Gender & Cultures of Violence
How we use language can often hide as much as it illuminates, suggests ISW member Carol Ballantine.
CAROL BALLANTINE
Comhlámh Ireland Says Welcome Group
I research Violence Against Women (VAW)
among migrant and ethnic minority women
in Ireland. It’s a tricky field, and I find myself
attempting to describe my research without
stereotyping minorities. I’m deeply conscious of
the risk of conceptualising VAW as a problem that
doesn’t affect white Irish people because we have
terrific gender inequality. Nothing could be further
from the truth.
At a recent conference on Gender Justice in
UCD, a fellow researcher Yasmin Kutub explored
how culture influences the ways we respond
to violence against women. She talked about
how our ideas about culture can overwhelm
our ideas about gender and equality, and the
consequences of that.

for signs of coercion when visibly foreign women present
for help – but not for white Irish women, who would never
use language of forced marriage to describe their situation.
We need to look at the language we do use. How many Irish
women, for example, experienced the phenomenon that used
to be known as a “shotgun wedding”, a hasty arrangement
where a pregnant woman was married to the man who
impregnated her?

The term conceals so much, for undoubtedly some of those
couplings were not consensual, and many of those marriages
were not either. As we wake up from the nightmare of the 8th
amendment, can we reflect on the meaning of forcing
women to remain pregnant against their
“Responding to
wishes, in a society where single parenthood
the needs of women was unthinkable. How many women alive
affected by violence today were faced with the choice of exile
demands
to England, exile to an institution, or
that service
marriage?

providers work to
understand”
their lives
in detail”

Liz Kelly, an important researcher of
Violence Against Women, writes powerfully
about the movement to address VAW. “Naming”,
said Kelly in 1983, “involves making visible
what was invisible, defining as unacceptable
what was acceptable and insisting that what was
naturalised is problematic.” The deployment of the concept of
culture often muddies the waters in this act of naming, as we
nervously redefine unacceptable things as “culturally specific”
– forgetting how much harm was done in Ireland in the name
of culture and tradition.

Take, for instance the issue of forced marriage. Forced or
coerced marriage is a crime, a violation of human rights: this
fact is now widely recognised. We know very little about the
prevalence of this crime in Ireland, and in the place of data
come some casual assumptions: that the problem mainly
affects migrant women, or Muslim women, or women of South
Asian origin.
This can mean that busy frontline staff are on the lookout

How many women are living through
marriages they never consented to, still don’t,
because this is simply not seen as violence,
because forced marriage doesn’t happen to
white Irish women?

When we associate particular practices (like
forced marriage) with people from a specific background, we
stereotype those people – but we stereotype ourselves as well.
We suggest that these practices don’t affect us. Racial profiling
causes us to look for problems that may not exist – and can
blind us to problems that do. Confronted with a South Asian
woman who doesn’t speak English, a focus on culture may
mark her out as a potential victim of forced marriage – but not
as potentially alcoholic, drug addicted, lesbian or transgender.
It’s simply a strange lens to use to understand the issues
that affect people. Responding to the needs of women
affected by violence demands that service providers work
to understand their lives in detail. I have met many social
workers, health care workers, NGO staff and others who
are gifted at this, who listen and question and reflect, before

supporting people to make decisions that work for them as
individuals. What these staff need isn’t cultural competency,
it’s resources to act on cases that resist easy answers. And while
it is always worthwhile to know more about different cultures,
privileging this knowledge over individualised support can
blind us to so many things. It would be so much better to
have knowledge about individual lives, and the resources and
freedom to respond to those lives.
Living in the shadows of Irish society
Continued from front page side bar
They look on with curiosity.
Everyone in the post office who isn’t used to seeing
that many black people in one room in Ireland looks
around wondering what’s up? Then staff take your
cheque, look at your PPS card, then look at you before
they give you the €21.60. The post office staff may be
the only ones who know that you are in the post office
to claim your Direct Provision allowance.
Then you might go to language classes if you need help
with English. Study the few FETAC courses that were
available to all international protection applicants.
Other than that, unless you are working illegally, your
day is done. Go back to the centre. Play football if you
fancy, then go get your meal at appropriate time and
sleep. You may have to repeat this routine every day for
several years. And each day you are reminded of the
freedoms you don’t have. Because you see staff in the
centre reporting for duty and wish it was you reporting
for duty. But you can’t work, and as such, your social
life is restricted, and you live your life in the shadows
of Irish society.
Bulelani Mfaco is a gay asylum seeker who fled South
Africa because of targeted violence against the LGBT+
community.
You can follow/support/contact MASI and their campaign for the #RightToWork via Facebook and Twitter
@masi_asylum.
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Renew Palestinian Solidarity
PHIL KILGANNON
Comhlámh Justice for Palestine Group.

Outside the Dail as Bill passed: Photo by SEG Seanad

The poignancy of the impending commemorations and pungency
of the toxic political environment guaranteed a somber few months
for the first part of this year but there was to be a light in the dark.
December saw the emergence of 16 year old Ahed Tamimi, cynically detained for slapping an IDP soldier while he unnecessarily
patrolled around her family’s home and shortly after one of his colleague’s shot her cousin in the head with a rubber bullet.
The distorted syntax of the Israeli ‘News Speak’ construed her action as an assault. Released months later in July and brave beyond
her years, Tamimi has emerged as an icon for the struggle and has
resolved to become a lawyer so that she can challenge the obscene
legal system in which she was bullied and harassed. Her case is one
of many cases of Palestinian child detentions; they are treated horribly while locked away from their family and communities.

2018 was always going to be a seminal year
in the Occupied Palestinian Territories and
Israel, given that the 70th anniversary of the
foundation of Israel has just been marked,
the Nakhba (Catastrophe), as Palestinians
call it.
The consequential forced expulsion of 750,000 Palestinians created
a generation of refugees displaced to neighbouring Syria, Jordan,
Lebanon and further afield while the remaining 20% of the population, many sub – divided as IDP’s and scattered to Gaza and the
West Bank, have persevered as generally unwelcome guests in the
burgeoning nation state of Israel.

The months preceding Nakba Day, May 15th appeared restless and
more tense than usual. In December, US President Donald Trump
confirmed many people’s great fear when he sanctioned the move
of the US embassy from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem, thereby recognising
the latter as the Israeli capital. The decision displayed disregard for
consequences and for the lives and futures of Palestinians.
Though incendiary, it was predictable given Trump’s alliances
domestically and how beholden he is to the hard line Jewish lobby
in the US. In a heartless display of partisan grandstanding, the
opening ceremony (attended by Trump’s daughter and son-in-law)
took place the night before Nakba Day, against the backdrop of IDF
executions of demonstrators at the Israeli border fence with Gaza.
Indeed, in the weeks preceding, Palestinians were building towards
Nakba Day, rallying at the Gaza border fence each Friday as part of

The Great March of Return. They rallied, peacefully in the main,
for the right of return and also in increasing desperation over the
chronic legacy that has been inflicted upon them by a stifling Israeli
and Egyptian blockade.
Their already desolate surroundings are becoming increasingly uninhabitable with the denial of electricity, medical care and freedom
of movement for themselves and goods. In June and with a huge
majority, the UN General Assembly condemned Israel and its IDF
for using ‘excessive, disproportionate and indiscriminate’ force at
these border rallies. To date, 166 Palestinians have lost their lives.
Solidarity was on display in Dublin on Nakba weekend. Haneen
Zoabi, Omar Barghouti and Ali Abunimah were among the luminaries to grace Irish shores and certainly received a Cead Mile Failte
at the Palestinian Freedom Conference. The Control of Economic
Activities (Occupied Territories) Bill was to the forefront of the
conference representations, re-emerging for a senate vote following
a deferral at the start of the year.
Senator Francis Black and a courageous band of colleagues continued their crusade to promote a policy of disengagement in trading
with companies based in settlements. This bill (which in effect
means a ban on importation of settlement goods) is the minimal
obligation of our government, so as to ensure the safety of affected
civilians as enshrined in the Geneva Convention.
Thankfully, the bill passed in the Seanad due to the support of opposition parties although further representations are now required
at Dáil and European levels to make sure that such policies are
enshrined. Let’s hope this comes to pass.
If you would like to get involved with the group email
info@comhlamh.org

Glocal Classroom Dialogues
RENZO ROCHA
Global Educator.
The steady presence of social media in our lives presents us
with an enormous intellectual challenge - billions of people, used
to living with the mindset of similar = good, dissimilar = bad,
finding themselves interacting more and more with antagonistic
or at least very different viewpoints. Indeed, in the current global
context of resource ‘scarcity’, economic uncertainty and political
radicalization there is a risk that social media serves to ‘root’ and
grow “clashes of opinion”.
Interestingly the same online platforms that feed ‘clashes of
opinion’ can forge connection and dialogue. If we think about
it, for the first time in human history there are freely available
means to connect people who are geographically apart, from
many different religious, cultural and ethnic backgrounds,
with very diverse ways of thinking, abilities, and experiences.
In this way there is significant potential for online platforms
to promote global, democratic and responsible dialoguing
as well as common ground and cooperation based on ethical
principles and values. Perhaps, through regular conversations
between people who live, think and behave diversely from each
other, cycles of misunderstandings can be overcome bit by bit –
particularly if the practice of dialoguing with “otherness” starts
during schooling.
Using online platforms we can facilitate dialogue between
classrooms in different parts of the world (at first between North
and South) with teachers – acting as facilitators, guides, coaches,
and mentors – exemplifying core principles, values, and skills

socio-emotional competences as part of fun, relaxed and free
and encouraging students – acting as readers, researchers,
activities at school – the only institution which the majority of
writers, and broadcasters – to become active listeners, deep
people attend on a daily basis for many years and in all parts of
thinkers, and thoughtful debaters on diverse subjects. In this
the world. As well this, teachers empower themselves through
way, based on the learning styles they prefer and producing
ongoing development of their own skills and competences
outcomes they decide upon collectively, students can enhance
whilst supporting the enhancement of pupils’ academic
their intellectual, emotional, and moral autonomy in this
performance - and by way of interactive activity
way and build experience in decision-making
as opposed to additional standardised tests with
processes.
“students stand
quantitative scores.
to increase their
As part of this kind of learning
understanding
Through the dialogues, students stand
programme, classroom layout could change
of global and
to
increase
their understanding of global
- from the rows of chairs first employed in
local human
and
local
human
interconnectedness
the 19th century when schools prepared
interconnectedness
and
interdependence,
enhance their
new generations for working in industries
and interdependence
social
awareness
and
solidarity
in
to a circle. This kind of ‘horizontal’ lay out
and enhance their
“glocal”
terms,
and
be
assisted
to
pursue
will support students to share abilities and
social awareness
civic
participation
and
active
leadership
insights with their peers and support the teacher
and solidarity”
based on an understanding of their rights and
to accept the position of learner, at least in specific
responsibilities from the local level all the way to
moments.
the global. Collaborative exploration of themes such as Equal
Opportunities, Children’s Rights, Ethics will empower students
There is no doubt that Information Technology (IT) can be
to respect differences in short term, tackle the human tendency
used as a means of facilitating meaningful human interaction,
of imposing viewpoints and identities in medium term, and
integration, collaboration, and exchange within and between
diminish cases of bullying, racism, xenophobia, and other
schools. Smartphones for example are not simply a way of
discriminations in the long term.
disseminating narcissism, obsession, and alienation. They can
also be a tool for strengthening relationships within schools
In sum, programmes like ‘Glocal Classroom Dialogues’
and for enabling communication between groups of students
(GCD) seek to foster active ‘glocal’ citizenship by way of online
thousands of kilometers apart.
platforms. They are much needed in our times - to increase the
scale and quality of cross-cultural relationships and to empower
With programmes like ‘Glocal Classroom Dialogues’ there
young people and their educators to navigate the somehow
is potential for a win-win for all. The dialogues provide students
unpredictable and new world that we see emerging.
with an opportunity to practice their communication skills and

Supports & Services

For Overseas Volunteers
& Development Workers

Before You Go

up gaps in the future. Before you go overseas, check
your eligibility for the VDW scheme with Comhlámh.

Before going overseas, check out our web portal,
Volunteering Options.

The Public Service
Pension Scheme (PSPS)

We always recommend that potential volunteers take
the time to sign up to Comhlámh’s Volunteer Charter.
The Charter is a guide for people who are going to
volunteer overseas in developing countries. It sets out
seven principles that aim to encourage responsible,
responsive international volunteering.
We’re also harnessing the power of social media to help
link potential volunteers with volunteer opportunities.
Use the #VolOps to connect with sending agencies and
to find the latest volunteering opportunities.
Make sure the sending agency you are considering
volunteering with is a signatory to Comhlámh’s Code of
Good Practice for Sending Agencies.

Protecting your social welfare
rights while overseas
If you make the decision to work or volunteer in the
Global South, it’s important to consider your social
insurance record while you’re away. Comhlámh can
assist you with this through the Volunteer Development
Worker (VDW) Scheme, which we administer on behalf
of the Department of Social Protection.
Keeping your social insurance record active will ensure
you have access to the range of short and long-term
benefits that are available to people who have paid
social insurance. This is relevant no matter how long
you are going overseas for - it may be difficult to make

As the Irish Association of
Volunteers and Development
Workers, our vision is of volunteers
and development workers working
in solidarity for a just, equitable
and sustainable world.
We work to promote responsible,

responsive international
volunteering. This leaflet
highlights how we can support
you before, during and after the
volunteering experience, drawing
on our 40 years of experience.

If you are a public servant on an authorised career
break volunteering overseas on an assignment
approved by Irish Aid, you may qualify to have your
pension contribution paid while you are on assignment.
Contact us for more information.

Coming Home
Returning home from an overseas placement can be
a challenging experience, with highs and lows. Many
returnees experience reverse culture shock, finding the
process to be very isolating, emotional and stressful.
Get in touch with us about the support services to help
with the transition back to life in Ireland. These include
debriefing, counselling and career guidance.
Our Coming Home Book provides a comprehensive
guide to all these issues and directs you towards other
useful organisations.

Debriefing
Comhlámh recommends that every returning volunteer
and development worker should have access to both a
personal and operational debriefing. If you cannot, or
choose not to, access a debriefing through your sending
agency, Comhlámh can arrange a personal or critical
incident debriefing for you.

Comhlámh
www.comhlamh.org

Counselling
Many returnees have found that appropriate
counselling can be helpful in the process of re-adjusting
to life in Ireland, as well as being a sensible way of
taking good care of overall health. We can provide you
with information and confidential advice to help you
access counselling.

Career Guidance
If you’re interested in a career in international
development, check out our jobs noticeboard or get
in touch for some general guidance. We also offer
a referral service for returnees to career guidance
professionals with experience of the development
sector.

Coming Home
Weekends
If you have returned home after being overseas
for three months or more, our residential Coming
Home Weekend could be for you. It will give you an
opportunity to meet with fellow returnees, reflect on
your experiences overseas, and to explore opportunities
for staying involved in development issues from Ireland.

Join Comhlámh
Our members campaign and educate others on
international development issues, working for global
justice from Ireland. Members of Comhlámh can get
involved in a host of member activities and groups
taking action on global justice issues.

www.twitter.com/comhlamh
www.facebook.com/comhlamh
info@comhlamh.org
(01) 4783490
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Spontaneous memorial to Savita Halappanavar in Dublin after the referendum results came in May 2018 | Photo credit: Sive Bresnihan

THE RIGHT TO WATER WITHOUT PLASTICS

State Repression
THOMAS MCDONAGH AND ALDO
ORELLANA LÓPEZ
The Democracy Center, Bolivia
When former Peruvian President
Alberto Fujimori was convicted of
crimes against humanity in 2009, he
was convicted using a legal theory
known as indirect perpetration
(autoría mediata).
When Abimael Guzmán, Shining Path
(Sendero Luminoso) leader was sentenced in
2006 to life imprisonment for terrorism against
the State in Peru he was convicted using the
same theory.
Until now the use of this legal theory,
meaning that the accused orchestrated crimes
and then obliged others against their will to
carry them out, has been reserved for crimes of
this magnitude.In Peru in 2018, it is now being
used against an Aymara indigenous spokesman
for his role in a social protest in 2011 –known as
the Aymarazo- against a proposed silver mine in
the Puno region.
The case of Walter Aduviri will be settled
by the Supreme Court in Lima in the coming
weeks. It has been going on for more than 7
years but now in the final stretch it is being
closely watched by social organisations, human
rights lawyers and political analysts throughout
the country - because of two important legal
precedents it could set, with implications for
many other struggles for indigenous and peasant
rights.
The first precedent relates to the use of this
legal theory of indirect perpetration against
spokespersons and leaders of indigenous and
peasant communities in social protests. This
represents a significant legal and political shift
in Peru as it allows social organisations to be
equated with criminal organisations and their
leaders to be equated with criminal instigators.
According to Pablo Abdo, a human rights
lawyer from the Institute for the Study of
Andean Cultures (IDECA) in Puno “if these
sentences stand, this [Aduviri’s] sentence in
particular, it will allow for the criminalisation
and conviction of other leaders and human
rights defenders. That’s the problem ... if you take
the arguments used in the Aymarazo to convict
Walter Aduviri, you can use that same argument
in other cases that have already been acquitted to
seek a conviction.”
Aduviri’s case is just one of many cases
in which legal charges that were originally
conceived of to combat organised crime and
terrorism –such as aggravated extortion;
conspiracy; and illicit association with
criminal intent - are being used against social
organisations and their representatives in a
worrying escalation of criminalisation tactics.

The second precedent on the line in the
case relates to whether or not Walter Aduviri
is subject to indigenous rights. These rights,
relating to cultural identity, territorial autonomy
and the right to be informed and consulted
about development projects (particularly ILO
Convention 169) are recognised both in the
Peruvian legal system and Constitution as well
as in international treaties to which Peru is a
signatory.
In the regional courts in Puno, the judges
ruled that Walter Aduviri was not subject to
these rights because, among other things, he had
attained a university education.
According to Rodrigo Lauracio, lawyer
at local human rights organisation DHUMA
in Puno, “this represents a violation of
international standards in terms of indigenous
peoples’ rights… it affects not only Walter
Aduviri but all indigenous peoples, because
it represents jurisprudence for other court
rulings”.
Like many other criminalisation cases
in Peru and across the region, this one must
be understood in the broader context of the
multiple forms of discrimination and prejudice
faced by indigenous communities.
To give just one example, the Peruvian public
prosecutor in another legal case related to the
Aymarazo protests spoke of those involved in the
social mobilisation in the following way:
“…..who in their role as institutional
leaders with command over these irrational,
impassioned, unthinking masses, pushed the
population to commit….”

KATIE MAHON
Engineers Without Borders Ireland
In June this year, when Ireland
was melting in abnormally high
temperatures, some organisations
were lauded for offering free bottled
water to dehydrated train passengers and supermarket shoppers. Let’s
think about that for a second. Less
than one week before the launch of
“Plastic Free July”, we were handing
out complimentary drinking water in
single-use plastic bottles. Is this really
the best solution?
Instead of congratulating someone for this
quick fix, we need to look at the bigger picture.
We should be demanding better services from
our local authorities. Why don’t all of our train
and bus stations have drinking water fountains?
Why don’t our parks and public buildings have
water dispensers as standard?

needed) upgrades to our national mains
water system, we currently have clean, safe
drinking water available in almost every home
in Ireland. The fact is that there are 844 million people around the world who cannot access
clean water close to their home.
The daily routine involves walking to the
nearest water source, be it a borehole, well, river
or lake. This water is often unclean and unsuitable for drinking - putting families at risk every
day. Add this to a complete lack of adequate
sanitation, and suddenly you create a perfect
environment for breeding and spreading lifethreatening diseases. Sustainable Development
Goal #6 focuses on access to clean, safe drinking
water coupled with improved sanitation services
all over the world.

No-one should feel lucky to have access to
clean water every day, it is a human right after
all. So in Ireland, how can we make the most
Single-use plastic is ruining our planet, of it? For a start we can stop buying bottled
Whether it be the negation of indigenous
and bottled drinks have a huge part to play in water and take back the tap with the help of
rights or the equation of social movements
this. In 2017, approximately 2.5 million plas- Refill Ireland – a voluntary organisation which
with criminal mafias, the objective is clear:
tic bottles were disposed of every single day in
maps out all of the locations
to suppress social organisation on the part of Ireland, and less than 40% of these were ever
where you can top up
already marginalised communties in order to recycled. The recent heatwave highlighted
with tap water for
facilitate the extraction of natural resources - how our cultural norms need to change.
free.
“Single-use plastic
mostly by multinational corporations.
We can do better. If refilling was an easy
W hi le we
is ruining our
w a it (i mpa& accessible option all over the counplanet, and bottled
Local human rights groups in southern
try, we could cut out a huge quantity of
t i e nt l y) for
drinks have a huge
Peru and international organisations have
single-use plastic in Ireland.
public water
part to play in this.”
mobilised a campaign not just to highlight
founta ins in
this case and the two legal precedents on the
Access to tap water also made the news
every town, priline, but also to pressure the courts in Lima
three months previous, during the excepvate businesses
and the Peruvian government on the outcome tionally heavy snow. Many homes around
are stepping up to
of the case in the weeks ahead, all the while
the country found themselves without running
the mark to reduce our
shining a much brighter light on the role
water for a number of days. How did it feel when national plastic waste and keep members of
of the Canadian multinational corporation
you realised you couldn’t flush your toilet as the public hydrated while they are on the go.
involved – Bear Creek Mining. (More at:
required? When you couldn’t fill the kettle from
http://bit.ly/DCAymarazo).
your kitchen tap? Couldn’t wash your hands,
Check out the map at www.refill.ie/tapyour vegetables and your clothing as normal? map/ and see where your nearest refill locaBringing the weight of international civil
Imagine if that water supply never came back.
tion is.
society to bear on this single case is but a
small contribution. More broadly, if we are
Imagine if you never had access to running
Our planet, our people, and our wildlife
serious about sustainability and justice, it
water in your home again.
need water to survive. Let’s start a ripple
would mean aligning our efforts much more
effect to raise awareness, make real change
squarely behind the struggles of those risking
Despite the on-going issues and (badly
happen and improve access to water for all.
their lives every day defending the Earth.

For All Of Our Heartbeats
SARAH CLANCY
Poet

For the catch in the throats of people
opening up for the first time
to strangers on their own doorsteps
about the events of their lives,
for the floodgates of stories flowing
from women in their eighties who skivvied in England
avoiding the laundries,
for the bent spine of the man who said,
years ago I would have felt different
but we raised three daughters and I couldn’t be prouder
and now I take my direction from them not the clergy
and my wife has passed on but she’d agree with me
she lost her sister to an ectopic pregnancy
and some kind of codology
that said there should be no intervention.
For the grown up wild girls now in their seventies
who we meet on the doorsteps
and for their eye glints and mischief
that have outlasted years of repression;
I’m yes they tell us, yes,
it’s high time Ireland got over itself
lord knows it’d be different if men could get pregnant
and for the silence of their generation of men
who seem to be saying nothing about anything
even though they were there
with their brylcream for the show bands and romance,
we’re out for them too and their freedom
even if they don’t realise it,
we’re out for Anne Lovett, who used to shout
on the empty streets at night time
‘come on Granard, wake up’.

We’re out for an end to the bitterness and judgement
that doesn’t do Ireland justice
and we’re out for the young mother
down a country lane at dusk
with her curly haired girl in her arms
who said, I went to Holland myself and I’ve never told anyone,
I’d postnatal depression and I just couldn’t do it
and I swear if we don’t win itthis one won’t grow up here
it’s cruel in the airport, cruel in the hotel
and worse when you get back
and have to keep your mouth buttoned
as if you’ve done something shameful
when you did all you could do
and all I can tell you is win lose or draw
my daughter won’t live like that.

For the farmer on his tractor
giving us a thumbs up
when he sees our jackets
and saying good luck to ye
I’ve seen cows treated better
than my wife was in pregnancy,
it’ll be a yes from me,
for the parents we’re meeting whose views
were discounted by doctors and consultants
as if they were spectators
who couldn’t be trusted
with labour or babies
or being in control of their choices
for the women who’ve told us they’ve lost ovaries
and fallopian tubes and had caesarean sections
they didn’t consent to.

For the man from Egypt who told us
that his wife is pregnant and he fears for her safety
and has saved money up so they can leave
if she has any complications,
he doesn’t understand it because clearly
a woman is more than a foetus
even a fool can see that and for the women
out with us who walked this path in the 80s
and are still here doing it
and can’t believe that no one is spitting at them
for these women who are just about starting to believe
that this time we might win it
we can’t let them down.

For the horrors we still have
of children impregnated by relatives
make no mistake we have seen those closed curtains
and for that one young man voting yes
in a house full of no voters
whose eyes welled up when we called
and gave him the chance to tell us
I’m voting with you guys
and for the young people out in their droves
with us to knock on the doors
because we’ve raised them for better
Ireland, it’s complicated
but we won’t give up on you
this time it’s got to be yes
because all of our hearts beat
and we deserve nothing less.

GLOBAL & LOCAL
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HOME TRUTHS
A new Facebook page ‘Home
Truths’ has recently started up to
provide an anonymous platform
for people to share personal stories
on how the housing crisis has
affected them.
You can find the page here https://
www.facebook.com/hometruthsire/

NEW RADICAL CENTER IN CORK

Soya not the solution
Meat consumption is driving deforestation and social injustice in South America
JAMES O’DONOVAN
Comhlámh Member
In 2016 global production of soybeans was 324 million tonnes on a
staggering 1.2 million Km2 – more
than three times the size of Germany. In 2014 82% of soy was planted
as Genetically Modified monocultures that use high quantities
of energy, water, herbicides and
pesticides. The United States, Brazil
and Argentina account for more
than 80% of production.
Soybean meal is used primarily as feedstock
for poultry and pork but also for beef, dairy and
factory-farmed fish. It is usually combined with
maize, barley or other grains. According to the
International Feed Industry Federation globally
approx. 1.3 billion tons of feed-grain, 242 million
tons of soybean meal and a further 160 million tons
of other oil seed meal was used for animal feeds
in 2016 producing just 310 million tons of meat
(2016). Animal agriculture converts food with
the potential to feed 8 billion people into enough
food for only 1.5 billion people by first feeding it to
animals.
Biodiversity and Habitat Loss from Soybean
Production.
In South America from 2001-2010, an average of
approximately four million hectares of forests were
destroyed each year (400,000 km2), mostly for beef
and soy production. This has impacted a range of
precious ecosystems and their biodiversity. Species
populations in tropical regions have fallen by an

average of 60 per cent since 1970.
Large scale soy production also has an impact on
human populations. The Brazilian Amazon and the
Cerrado and Chaco ecosystems are home to an estimated 60 million indigenous people across Brazil,
Bolivia, Paraguay, and Argentina. The expansion of
soybean cultivation has taken place at the expense
of indigenous people and the ecosystems they
depend upon. Growing soybeans often means evicting indigenous people and destroying large areas of
natural habitat.
Opening up new agricultural land to grow soybeans
has often led to violent, sometimes fatal, conflicts
with local communities and indigenous people. A
study in Argentina’s Chaco region documented 224
land conflicts, including a number related to soy,
affecting 127,886 people on more than 2.7 million
ha: one quarter of the families were evicted.
In Brazil, soybean cultivation displaces 11 agricultural workers for each one who finds employment
in the sector. In the 1970s, soybean production
displaced 2.5 million people in Paraná state and 0.3
million in Rio Grande do Sul. Many of these people
moved to the Amazon where they cleared pristine
forests (Fearnside, 2000).
When plantations encroach on nature reserves, or
reserves for indigenous people, locals often find
it hard to stand up for their rights – regardless of
whether they have formal land ownership papers.
According to one report, “Falsification of property
contracts, sometimes with the complicity of local
authorities, is common practice to “steal” land
for agricultural purposes.” Expansion of agricultural and grazing land threatens 650,000 Brazilian

Indians in over 200 tribes, according to Survival
International.
NGOs have documented cases of land eviction, misuse of pesticides and, in Paraguay, violent suppression of land protests related to soy. Greenpeace has
documented use of slaves in soy farms in the Amazon region, with workers being duped into coming
to ranches where their papers are taken away and
they are forced to work. The Brazilian government
keeps a ‘dirty list’ of farms successfully prosecuted:
in 2004, for example, it intervened in 236 cases of
slavery in soy farms involving over 6,000 labourers
including 127 children.
How to stop and reverse the damage of Soybean production?
The WWF estimate soybean production will increase to 514 million tonnes by 2050, which would
require a massive two million km2 of land. Around
75 per cent of soy worldwide, and 93 per cent of soy
imported to Europe, is used for animal feed (mostly
pork and chicken). Between 1961 and 2013 pork
and poultry production jumped from 40 to 225 million tonnes of meat per year.
The ecological destruction and massive social
disruption caused by soy production is being driven
by the violence of our current food system, which
is based on the animal agriculture and aquaculture
industries.
An easy way to restore these precious ecosystems,
which stabilise the climate system and sustain the
hydrological and other vital cycles of life is to transition to a non-violent plant based food system.

Rebel Reads is a new
community space and bookshop
at 14 Father Mathew Quay, Cork
City, the former site of the Cork
Together for Yes campaign office.
The space is open Wednesday through
to Saturday, 10am-7pm and welcome offers
of support and also good quality book
donations.
You can also find out more about the
project and what the plan to do on Twitter @
RebelReadsCork, on Facebook or by calling
in to chat to them.

INDEPENDENT LIVING CAMPAIGN

The Center for Independent
Living has recently launched a
campaign #IndependentVoices
The campaign features several
videos of disabled activists talking
about their experience of independent
living and send clear messages to other
disabled people who as yet have not had
the chance to live independently, policy
makers and members of the general
public on what independent living
really means. You can watch them at
http://bit.ly/CIL_Videos

